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DIRECT APPLICATION SYSTEM 
DAS SERIES

GVM’s Direct Application Systems (DAS) are designed to spray anti-icing liq-

uids directly onto road surfaces. Direct Application Systems are available in a 

wide range of sizes and styles, to fit any fleet or budget. They can be mount-

ed to ATV’s, tractors, pick-up trucks, roll off trucks, and dump trucks. Direct 

Application Systems can also be used for dust control on unpaved surfaces. 

All Direct Application Systems are constructed of hot dip galvanized steel for 

corrosion resistance and include a solution tank made of rotationally molded, 

high density, UV stabilized polyethylene, designed to hold material with spe-

cific gravity up to 16 pounds per gallon.

  Add-on system to directly apply anti-icing or de-icing liquids

  Frames constructed of hot dipped galvanized steel for corrosion protection 
or optional stainless steel

  Mounts onto all-terrain vehicles (ATV’s), tractors, and large or small trucks

  125-3400 gallon systems available

  Easy load and unload features

  Hook-lift system, skid-mounted system or trailer system

  Free standing carrier frame made of hot dip galvanized steel

  1, 2, or 3 lane coverage spray bar

  On/off ontroller in cab

  Ground speed control options

  200 GPM Hydraulic pump, Vanguard B/S gas engine pump, 6.5 hp, or 12V 
2x2 Electric Pump

Anti-Icing Benefits
 Increases melting power of salt/sand

 Reduces salt usage by 33% or more

 Gets salt to pavement faster

 Makes the truckload go further

 Return on setup cost in one season
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DIRECT APPLICATION SYSTEM 

EZ Load & Swap Units
   Easy load/unload units feature  free-standing carrier frame 

  925, 1035, 1335, 1635 or 1800 gallon solution tanks with a Liquid Surge 
Stabilizer total baffle system

  1, 2, or 3 lane coverage spray bar

  Hook-lift system, skid-mounted system, or trailer system

  On/off ontroller in cab

  Ground speed control options

  Hydraulic driven, gas, or electric pumps

  Stainless steel spray bar, optional

Pick-Up Truck Mounted
  Slide-in type system, can be easily loaded and unloaded with a forklift

  Ideal for road surfaces and parking lots

  225, 325, 500, or 725 gallon solution tank, Liquid Surge Stabilizer total baf-
fle systems standard with 325, 500, and 725 gallon tanks

  Spray coverage from 8-12 ft wide

  Frame mounted tank easily slides into truck

  Ground speed control options

  Hydraulic driven, gas, or electric pumps

  Stainless steel spray bar, optional

3-Point Hitch Mounted
  Ideal for large sidewalks, road surfaces, parking lots, and parking garages

  225 gallon tank

  Spray coverage from 4-6 ft wide

  3-point hitch mounted tank mounts to a large tractor

ATV Mounted
  Ideal for sidewalks, road surfaces, and parking lots/garages

  125 gallon tank

  Frame mounted on all terrain vehicles

   Electric pumps


